LIST OF COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE EXPRESSED ITS WILLINGNESS TO HOST WIPO EXTERNAL OFFICE

Prepared by the Secretariat of WIPO

A  Official requests made in writing (in alphabetical order of the name of the country):

1. Algeria (a letter of January 20, 2010 from the Permanent Mission)
3. Chile (a letter of May 18, 2010 from Ambassador enclosing a letter signed by the then President of Chile, dated April 2010)
4. Egypt (a letter of January 7, 2011 from the Permanent Mission)
5. Ethiopia (a letter of March 25, 2013 from the Permanent Mission)
6. India (a letter of August 2, 2013 from the Minister of Commerce and Industry)
7. Iran (Islamic Republic of) (a letter of September 6, 2013 from the Permanent Mission)
8. Mexico (a letter of January 15, 2010 from the Permanent Mission)
9. Morocco (a letter of November 28, 2011 from the Minister of Communication)
10. Nigeria (a letter of September 25, 2009 from the Director General of the Nigerian Copyright Commission)
11. Panama (a letter of September 14, 2007 from the Minister of External Relations)
12. Republic of Korea (a letter of February 15, 2011 from the Commissioner of the Korean Intellectual Property Office)
13. Romania (a letter of December 6, 2013 from the Prime Minister to confirm oral requests made in 2010)
14. Turkey (a letter of November 27, 2013 from the Permanent Mission)

B  Requests made orally by senior level official(s) of the country (in alphabetical order of the name of the country):

1. Bangladesh
2. Cameroon
3. Jordan
4. Peru
5. Senegal
6. South Africa
7. Tunisia
8. United States of America
9. Zimbabwe

1 This list includes pending requests only.